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SEAL-(W)RIGHT®
BLACK 

Product No. SW-103 
 

Seal-(W)right SW103 is an EPA approved and cost effective jet black penetrating surface sealer 
designed for sealing creosoted treated wood block floors.  (NOT A FILLER) Seal-(W)right SW-
103 will offer superior adhesion to a creosoted treated wood block floor that is clean and has not 
been scarified by mechanical means.   Water based sealers tend to "lay on the surface" and 
may peel on a floor that has not been properly prepared and will not seal creosote treated wood 
properly. 
 
Seal-(W)right SW-103 prevents bleeding of the creosote and tracking of hot pitch and cold fillers 
onto adjoining areas such as into offices, corridors and other decorative floor surfaces.  Sealed 
surfaces minimize oil and water absorption, reduce floor maintenance, improve the appearance 
and make old looking floors like new again. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Floors should be reasonably cleaned and free of excess oil, grease, dirt, etc.  Allow floor to dry 
thoroughly before applying the sealer.  Newly laid floors that have been set with hot pitch may 
be sealed almost immediately.  Floors set with cold adhesives and coal tar fillers require 
additional setting time before finally sealing.  No heating or mixing is required and application 
may be with a lamb's wool applicator, brush, or flexible squeegee.  Use alcohol to clean 
equipment. 
 
COVERAGE:  
50 to 300 square feet per gallon.  Two coats are recommended. 
 
DRYING TIME: 
Dust free in 60 minutes. May be opened up to foot traffic within three to four hours depending 
upon temperature and humidity.  Allow 12-24 hours for heavier traffic.  
 
CAUTION: 
Flammable liquid, contains isopropyl alcohol. Consult material safety data sheet and product 
label before using.  Seal-(W)right SW-103 is not intended to be used as an, adhesive or filler.  
Observe safety and fire precautions during handling, storage, application and curing.  Keep all 
containers closed when not in use and store in a cool dry place.  Avoid applying the sealer near 
heat or flame during production or maintenance shutdowns and have workmen wear 
appropriate chemical respirator when working. 
 
REMARKS: 
Seal-(W)right SW-103 is non-tacky for storage areas and colored aisle marking paints may be 
applied without any special preparation.  Packaged in 5 and 55 gallon containers. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
Also available are End Grain Wood Floor Blocks, Heavy-Duty Rock Block, Polymer Jura Block, 
Steel Tile Anchor Floor Plates, Floor Block Trench Fillers, Adhesives and Special Coatings. 
 
CAUTION:  READ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET BEFORE USING ALL PRODUCTS.  All 
statements and recommendations are based on experience we believe to be reliable.  The use or 
application of these products being beyond the control of the seller or the manufacturer, neither the seller 
nor the manufacturer make any warranty expressed or implied, as to results or hazard from its use.  The 
suitability, risk and liability of a product for any intended use shall be solely up to the user. 
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